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TRACK LISTING: 

AMERICAN YOUXIA 

THIS IS MY LIFE 

A STORY OF A BOY AND A GIRL 

WHAT ABOUT ME 

BACK TO THE GRIND 

I’M HAUNTED 

THE CHOSEN 

THE HOLY ONES 

A KING’S LAMENT 

 

      

BIOGRAPHY: 

Billie Stevens is an American singer/songwriter.  He is best known as 

guitarist and singer in the Southern California bands WANK (Maverick 

Records) and Handsome Devil (RCA Records), and recently announced his 

first solo effort with the June 7th release; “American Youxia”.   

Along with radio and MTV airplay, Billie has put in his time on the road 

too.  Several tours of the US and Canada, including multiple Warped Tours 

and an AFE tour of Europe has earned him thousands of fans across the 

globe.  He is looking forward to seeing many of them as he puts together 

his regional support tour of “American Youxia” late 2016. 

ALBUM DESCRIPTION: 

 “American Youxia” (pronounced Yoo-sha) is Billie Stevens’ first solo 

record and it is a Rock Record…  

Honest, guitar-driven rock with a great energy spanning a range of moods. 

Punchy riffs underscore the creative lyrics sprinkled throughout the entire 

album that travels from punk to rock anthem to acoustic, all in support of 

an underlying story that gels the entire album together. 

Billie's lyrics are clever and original, and his vocals range from punk rage, 

to heartfelt longing, to contemplative wonder without being screamo or 

whiny. His guitars are a face-melting flamethrower or an angelic melody, 

depending on his mood, and there is no denying his expertise in his craft.  

With themes and vocal styles that are similar throughout, each song has a 

different nature. It's not 9 songs of the same stuff like other albums. Each 

song has a distinct character and mood that contributes to the work as a 

whole. Listen to the album in track order to get that full story, and then 

play your favorites a gazillion times in a row because some of them will 

make you do that.  
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